The communication of experimental results is common to scientific investigation. The method of presentation varies widely across investigation technique, and may stymie fundamental scientific goals such as sharing of results and replication of experiments. Even within a limited community, such as small-angle scattering, the choice of how to organize stored information is fragmented, with the result that often, the data are deposited in ad hoc form.
To increase access to data produced from publicly-funded research, funding agencies are now requiring that proposals describe how data will be made available. With the increases in data volume due to higher-efficiency collection, increased experimental complexity, and larger and faster detectors, the plethora of ad hoc formats is a burden to the scientific community. Reliance on a few, well-considered standards facilitates automated processes for analysis and correlation of scientific data. Furthermore, it leads to development of common tools for data visualization and analysis, and data catalogues for access, reference, and data mining.
